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 F-11 Photo & the Print Refinery™ General Information

Our Guarantee of Quality:

Here at F-11 Photo & The Print Refinery™, we take great pride in our work and 
appreciate you entrusting your images to us for processing. With every order 
you place, our commitment is to produce the highest quality products. If you are 
not completely satisfied, we will gladly remake your order to your satisfaction. 
We want to be your first choice for quality and service. 

Mail Services:

Want to use our processing services but live outside the Bozeman area?  We can 
still be your lab of choice. Just give us a call at 800-548-0203 or 406-586-3281 
and we will send you pre-addressed Tyvek mailers. There will be a minimum 
return shipping charge of $8.95  for your order. You may include payment in 
the form of a check or credit card number or we can call you for a credit card 
number when your order is ready. To mail an order without our mailer, please use 
the following address:

2612 West Main Street, Bozeman, MT 59718

Rush Services and Charges:

Need a job done ASAP? We may be able to provide a quicker turn around 
time. Approval is required on all rush orders, so please call us to verify rush 
availability at 406-586-3281 or toll free at 800-548-0203.  Rush charges add 50% 
to 200% to our normal rates, depending on how fast you need the work done. 

Overtime Services:

Work scheduled for processing before or after our normal operating hours must 
be arranged two weeks in advance. For “after hours” runs on normal work days, 
the fee is $50.00 per hour plus normal processing charges. Sunday runs are a 
$300.00 flat fee plus normal processing charges; holiday runs are a $400.00 flat

fee plus normal processing charges.
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Limit of Liability:

Submitting any film, print, slide, negative or electronic media to F-11 Photo 
and the Print Refinery™ for processing, printing or other handling constitutes 
an agreement by you that any damages or loss by our company, subsidiary, 
or agents, even though due to the negligence or other fault of our company, 
subsidiary or agents, will only entitle you to replacement with a like amount 
of unexposed film and processing or electronic media. Except for such 
replacement, the acceptance of the film, print, slide, negative or electronic 
media is without other warranty or liability, and recovery for any incidental or 
consequential damages is excluded. F-11 Photo and the Print Refinery™ does 
not assume liability, whether lost or damaged by fire, theft, negligence or any 
other means, for customer supplied materials, such as frames, paintings, 
artwork, etc., that are submitted with orders. Should you choose to leave 
materials or prints, not processed in our lab, we cannot assume responsibility 
for any damage incurred. We cannot be responsible for materials left unclaimed 
for more than 30 days after completion of our service. All prices and service 
specifications are subject to change without notice.

Copyright Laws:

At F-11 Photo and the Print Refinery™ we respect the right of all artists and 
photographers to their copyrighted materials. We accept copyrighted materials 
only if written permission has been granted by the copyright owner and a signed 
copy of the copyright release is provided. In addition, you need to  agree to hold 
harmless and indemnify F-11 Photo and the Print Refinery™ for any costs or 
judgments resulting from claim for copyright infringement by the owner or his 
lawful assigns.
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Prints & Enlargements
These are traditional photographic prints from negatives and digital files.

Wallet Prints: 
Ready in 1 hour. Wallets come in sets of 2. 

 1 2-4 5-9 10-24 25-49 50+
Wallets 2.5x3.5”.................$1.49 $1.42 $1.38 $1.32 $1.30  $ 1.22

Standard Digital Prints:
Ready in 1 hour

Size: 1-4 5-9 10-24 25-49 50-99 100+
3.5x5” ................................. $ 0.49 $  0.46 $  0.43 $ 0.40 $ 0.36  $ 0.32
4x4”  ................................... $ 0.49 $  0.46 $  0.43 $ 0.40 $ 0.36  $ 0.32
4x5” .................................... $ 0.49 $  0.46 $  0.43 $ 0.40 $ 0.36  $ 0.32
4x5” Instant FX Print ......... $ 0.99 $  0.99 $  0.99 $ 0.99 $ 0.99  $ 0.99
4x6” .................................... $ 0.49 $  0.46 $  0.43 $ 0.40 $ 0.36  $ 0.32
4x7” .................................... $ 0.69 $  0.66 $  0.63 $ 0.60 $ 0.55  $ 0.50
4x8” .................................... $ 0.89 $  0.85 $  0.80 $ 0.76 $ 0.69  $ 0.60
4x11” .................................. $ 2.00 $  1.80 $  1.92 $ 1.45 $ 1.30  $ 1.19
4x12” .................................. $ 2.00 $  1.80 $  1.92 $ 1.45 $ 1.30  $ 1.19
5x5” .................................... $ 1.25 $  1.20 $  1.15 $ 1.10 $ 1.05  $ 1.00
5x7” .................................... $ 2.99 $  2.69 $  2.39 $ 1.89 $ 1.59  $ 1.39
8x10” .................................. $ 5.99 $  5.29 $  4.59 $ 3.99 $ 3.59  $ 3.29
8x12” .................................. $ 7.99 $  6.36 $  5.59 $ 4.79 $ 4.29  $ 4.29

Large Format Digital Prints: 
Ready in 3 hours.  (Quantity applies to same image.)

Size: 1-4 5-9 10-24 25-49 50-99 100+  
8.5x11” ................................ $7.99 $6.36 $5.59 $4.79 $4.29 $4.29
10x10” ...............................$14.99 $12.59 $10.67 $ 8.00 $ 7.00  $ 6.50
11x14” ...............................$14.99 $12.59 $10.67 $ 8.00 $ 7.00  $ 6.50
11x17” ...............................$19.99 $16.79 $14.29 $10.69 $ 9.39  $ 8.69
12x12” ...............................$14.99 $12.59 $10.67 $ 8.00 $ 7.00  $ 6.50
12x18” ...............................$24.99 $21.99 $19.99 $17.99 $15.49  $14.49
12x24” ...............................$36.99 $33.25 $29.92 $26.93 $24.24  $21.81
12x36” ...............................$49.99 $44.95 $40.45 $36.40 $32.76  $29.49

*For prints larger than 12x36” See page 5
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Pearl & Canvas Texture Digital Prints: 
Ready in 3 hours. (Quantity applies to same image.)
Size: 1-4 5-9 10-24 25-49 50-99 100+  
4x6” ................................... $  0.98 $  0.92 $  0.86 $  0.80 $  0.72 $  0.64
8x10” ................................. $  7.49 $  7.11 $  6.75 $  6.42 $  6.10  $  5.79
8x12” ................................. $  9.99 $  9.49 $  9.02 $  8.57 $  8.13  $  7.73
11x14” ...............................$18.79 $17.85 $16.95 $16.11 $15.30  $14.53
12x12” ...............................$31.29 $29.72 $28.23 $26.83 $25.49  $24.22
12x18” ...............................$24.99 $21.99 $19.99 $17.99 $15.49  $14.49
12x24” ...............................$46.19 $43.88 $41.69 $39.60 $37.62  $35.74
12x36” ...............................$62.49 $59.37 $56.40 $53.80 $50.90  $48.36

100 & 500 Prepaid Digital Print Cards: 
Purchase a prepaid card and then order your prints from our kiosks or online to 
get the same great quality on 4x6 prints at a discounted price. Digital only.

100 4x6” prepaid print card ........ $ 39.00   ($0.39 per 4x6)
100 4x4” iPhone Squares ............ $39.00 ($0.39 per 4x4) 
500 4x6” prepaid print card ....... $145.00  ($0.29 per 4x6)

Prints from 120mm & 220mm Format Films:
Ready in 1 hour. (Quantity applies to same image.)
Size: 1-4 5-9 10-24 25-49 50-99 100+  
3.5x5” ....................................... $1.25 $1.20 $1.15 $1.10 $1.05 $1.00
4x5” .......................................... $1.25 $1.20 $1.15 $1.10 $1.05 $1.00
4x6” .......................................... $1.25 $1.20 $1.15 $1.10 $1.05 $1.00
5x5” .......................................... $1.25 $1.20 $1.15 $1.10 $1.05 $1.00

110mm, 126mm and 127mm reprints:
Ready in 3 days at 5 p.m. (CD Included)
4x6”, 4x5” or 5x5” from 110mm and 126mm & 127mm..........   1st Frame $8.00 
.................................................................... ...............................addt’l frames $3.00

Passport Photos: 
We print your photo to size and specification. Ready in 30 minutes.

2 - 2x2” Passport Photos - You Provide the Photo ....... $  6.50
2 - 2x2”  Passport Photos - We Take the Photo ..... US $15.00
 International $25.00

Locket prints:
Get a 5x7” with multiple locket sizes on one sheet to fit many lockets. 

5x7” locket print .......................................................$  5.99 
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Inkjet Printing
Proof prints are available upon request for a $12 fee. Inkjet prints are ready in 5 
days.

Archival Color Inkjet Printing: 

These are printed on premium archival paper with archival quality ink. All prints are color 
and density corrected. All prints require a digital file, so additional scanning charges will 
apply if you would like an inkjet print made from a negative or existing print. 

Size: Luster, Silverado Canvas &
 Glossy, & Matte Watercolor Vivid Canvas (Sealed) 
5x7” $ 12.00  $  15.00 $  18.00
8x10” $ 12.00 $  15.00 $  18.00
8x12” $ 24.00 $  30.00 $  36.00
10x16” $ 24.00 $  30.00 $  36.00
11x14” $ 24.00 $  30.00 $  36.00
12x18” $ 31.00 $  39.00 $  46.50
16x20” $ 40.00 $  50.00 $  60.00
16x24” $ 50.00 $  62.50 $  75.00
20x24” $ 60.00 $  75.00 $ 90.00
20x30” $ 85.00 $106.25 $127.50
24x36” $108.00 $135.00 $162.00
30x40” $150.00 $187.50 $225.00

Per Sq. Ft. $18.00 $  22.50 $  27.00

Please call for a quote if your print is larger than a 30x40.
 
For a rough estimate you can calculate by the square foot: e.x. 16”x20” = 320”, 
320”/144 = 2.22’, 2.22’x$18 = $39.99; 
This will calculate the price for our Premium Papers. For Specialty Papers, substitute the 
$18 for $22.50 or $27.00. 
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We can mount your print, enlargement or poster on a variety of surfaces and 
also apply a protective glossy, leather or lustre overlaminate film. Turnaround 
time is 1-3 days depending on the size of the job.

Hot 2-Sided Lamination Pouch
8.5x11” ............................... $1.50/sheet

Cold 1-Sided Lamination Roll
Size .........................................Glossy Lustre
5x7” ......................................... $5.00 $6.00
8x10” ....................................... $7.00 $8.40
8.5x11” ..................................... $7.00        -                  
8x12” ....................................... $7.00 $8.40
10x16” .................................... $10.00 $12.00
11x14” .................................... $10.00 $12.00
11.5x11.5” ............................... $9.00 -
12x18” .................................... $10.00 $12.00
16x20” .................................... $12.00 $14.40
16x24” .................................... $15.00 $18.00
17x22” ....................................$10.00 -
20x30” .................................... $20.00 $24.00
24x36” .................................... $24.00 $28.80

Description of materials used:
Cardboard:  Durable and inexpensive; use in a frame behind glass. 
Foam-Core:  Sturdy, non-wrinkling and lightweight; use with or without a  
 frame, edges are unfinished. Trimable to any size; 3/16” thick.
Gallery Mount:  Stand-off design, either .75” or 1.5” thick.  The mount is a  
 lightweight, dense, Gatorfoam with a professional black edge  
 and is  ready to hang.
Cold Lamination: A 5 mil. cold overlaminate in glossy, lustre or leather  
 protective film.
Hot Lamination:  A 5 mil. heat sealed, glossy lamination applied to both sides  
 of the print, to block damaging UV rays and protect it against  
 fingerprints, dirt, and moisture.

Laminating

Photo Mounting:
 3/16” 3/4” 1.5”
Size: Foam Core Size/Edge: Gallery Mount Gallery Mount
5x7” ............. $  1.50 Cardboard 4x6” ....................... $8.25 ......................... N./A.
8x10” ...........$  5.00 5x7”  ...................$8.25 ...................... N./A.
8x12” .......... $10.00 8x10” ................$10.00 ...................... N./A
10x16” ........ $10.00 8x12”  ...............$12.00 ...................... N./A.
11x14” ........ $10.00 11x14”  .............$15.00 .................. $30.00
12x18” ........ $20.00 12x18”  ................ N./A. ................. $40.00
16x20” ........ $20.00 16x20”  ................ N./A. ................. $47.00
16x24” ........ $35.00 16x24”  ................ N./A. ................. $53.00
20x24” ............ N./A.                     24x36” ..............    N./A. ..................... N./A.
20x30” ............ N./A 30x40” ..............    N./A. ..................... N./A.
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Gallery Canvas Wrap
Gallery Wraps
No need to frame your canvas print if you choose a stunning gallery wrap. 
Your image is printed on premium canvas and sealed to prevent cracking. Your 
canvas is then secured around a wooden frame and comes with easy to hang 
brackets on the top corners.

Blue = Regular Bar Pricing   Black = Pro Bar Pricing
 
 Silverado &   Silverado &
Size: Vivid Canvas Smooth Matte Size: Vivid Canvas Smooth Matte
8x8” ...........$  49.99 $  29.99 12x36” ... $159.99 $139.99
8x10” .........$  59.99 $  39.99 12x48” ... $209.99 $189.99 
8x12” .........$  69.99 $  49.99 14x14” ... $  89.99 $  69.99
8x16” .........$  85.99 $  65.99 16x16” ... $159.99 $139.99 
8x20” .........$  99.99 $  79.99 16x20” ... $159.99 $139.99
8x24” ........ $109.99 $  89.99 16x24” ... $199.99 $179.99
8x30” ........ $129.99 $109.99 16x30” ... $209.99 $189.99
8x36” ........ $149.99 $129.99 16x48” ... $299.99 $279.99
8x48” ........ $189.99 $169.99 18x18” ... $109.99 $  89.99
10x10” .......$  64.99 $  44.99 20x20” ... $199.99 $179.99
11x11” .......$  72.99 $  52.99 20x24” ... $229.99 $209.99
11x14” .......$  79.99 $  59.99 20x30” ... $259.99 $239.99
12x12” .......$  84.99 $  64.99 20x48” ... $289.99 $269.99
12x16” .......$  95.99 $  75.99 24x24” ... $239.99 N/A
12x18” .......$  99.99 $  79.99 24x30” ... $279.99 N/A
12x20” ...... $109.99 $  89.99 24x36” ... $329.99 N/A
12x24” ...... $119.99 $  99.99 24x48” ... $329.99 N/A
12x30” ...... $135.99 $115.99 30x48” ... $349.99 N/A

Gallery Bar Sizes
 Pro Bars (1.75” Thick) Regular Bars (1.25” Thick)
 8” 8”
 12” 10”
 16” 11”
 20” 12”
 24” 14”
 30” 16”
 36” 18”
 48” 24”

  Ask Us About Custom Sizes!
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Photo Books
All photo books are printed full bleed to allow the images to fill the page for full 
coverage.

Photo Flip Books: 
Create fun, soft cover, saddle stitched photo books in no time on our Creative 
Kiosks or online. 

4x4” Flip Book .................................................... $7.49
6x6”  Flip Book.................................................... $9.99
11x8.5” Flip Book ............................................. $19.99

Coil-Bound Books: 
Bound with either silver or black metal spirals.
Base price includes clear cover.
  10 pages 20 pages Mounted Photo Metal Cover 2-Sided
 20 sides 40 sides Cover Cover Metal
4x4” ...............$9.99 $19.99 add $5.00 add $10.00 add $24.00
6x6” ............ $14.99 $24.99 add $5.00 add $10.00 add $40.00
8x8” ............ $24.99 $34.99 add $5.00 add $20.00 add $40.00
8.5x11” ....... $29.99 $39.99 add $5.00 add $30.00 add $60.00

Hard Cover Photo Books:
Pages are glued along the binding into a hard black cover.
  10 pages, 20 sides 20 pages, 40 sides 
7x5” Black Linen Mini Book ............................. $16.99       N/A
8x8” Black Linen ............................................... $22.99 $32.99
8.5x11”Black Linen .......................................... $29.99 $39.99
11x8.5” Black Linen ......................................... $29.99 $39.99
12x12” Black Linen .......................................... $44.99 $69.99

Pinch Book:
Comes in black and can hold ~25 prints. (Does not include price of 
prints)
4x6” Pinch Book ..........................................$9.99
5x7” Pinch Book ........................................$14.99
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Perfect Bound Photo Books: 
Prestige Books are coffee table quality photo books at a very attractive price. There are 
8 photo book sizes from 5.5x5” to 15.5x12” available. With four different cover styles and 
binding types, Prestige has the perfect photo book for every occasion. Build your book 
online, or download our easy to use software and build your book even faster. Either way, 
you’ll have access to hundreds of backgrounds and templates to create your photo book. 
The prices below are the base price for 26 sides (13 pages), extra pages must be added 

in sets of 8 sides (4 pages). 

Cover Booklet Soft Cover Hard Cover

Size Semi-Gloss 
Paper

Semi-Gloss 
Paper

Semi-Gloss 
Paper

Luster Layflat

5.5x5” Pocket $14.99
extra/8: $4.50
Max Page: 50

N/A N/A N/A

8x6” Compact $17.99
extra/8: $7.00
Max Page: 50

$25.99
extra/8: $9.00
Max Page: 74

$35.99
extra/8: $9.00
Max Page: 74

N/A

8x8” Medium $22.99
extra/8: $9.00
Max Page: 50

$34.99
extra/8: $9.00
Max Page: 98

$44.99
extra/8: $9.00
Max Page: 98

$54.99
extra/8: $12.00
Max Page: 98

8x11” Classic $26.99
extra/8: $9.00
Max Page: 50

$37.99
extra/8: $9.00

Max Page: 
130

$48.99
extra/8: $9.00

Max Page: 
154

N/A

11x8” Panorama
N/A N/A

$49.99
extra/8: $9.00

Max Page: 
154

$61.99
extra/8: $14.00
Max Page: 98

Cover Hard Cover Faux
Leather

Premium Linen

Size Semi-Gloss 
Paper

Luster 
Layflat

Semi-Gloss 
Paper

Semi-Gloss 
Paper

12x12” Deluxe $83.99
extra/8: 
$9.00

Max Page: 
154

$95.99
extra/8: $16
Max Page: 

98

$83.99
extra/8: $9
Max Page: 

130 

$83.99
extra/8: $9

Max Page: 130

11x14” Portrait Pro $109.99
extra/8: $14
Max Page: 

154

N/A N/A N/A

16.5x12” Pano Pro $154.99
extra/8: $19
Max Page: 

154 

N/A $224.99
extra/8: $19
Max Page: 

130

$177.99
extra/8: $19

Max Page: 130
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Premium Linen Covers have a screw post binding. Hard Cover 
books with Luster Paper utilize the layflat binding.

Dust Jacket: 

Wrap your book in a one-of-a-kind book jacket printed on Pearl 
paper. Designed on our Creative Kiosks or online. 

11x8.5” Photo Book Dust Jacket .......$19.99

Digital Scrapbooking:

Create beautiful scrapbook pages without the glue and scissors 
using pre-designed templates on our Creative Kiosks or online. 
Ready in 90 minutes or less if ordered before 4 p.m.

  Laser Printed           Photo Paper 
  
4x4”  ......... $0.75.................$0.49  
5x5”  ......... $0.89.................$2.99 
6x6”  ......... $0.99.................$3.75 
8x8”  ......... $0.99.................$3.99
10x10” ...... $1.39.................$3.99
12x12”  ..... $1.99.................$4.99

Scrapbook Punch Card: 

20 12x12” Laser Printed pages  .........$29.99
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Greeting Cards & Calendars
Greeting cards come with blank envelopes; ask us about addressing your envelopes 
for you!

Flat Cards: 
Create a flat card with your photos and a personal message using the ready-
to-use templates on our Creative Kiosks or online and your cards will make a 
statement that is truly personal.  Ready in 3 hours.

                                            Single Sided                Single Sided 
  Photographic Paper         Cardstock Options        
  4x6”       4x8”/5x7”                    5x7” 
1-12 cards ................................$0.69 $0.99            $1.19
13-24 cards ..............................$0.66 $0.90    $1.13
25-49 cards ..............................$0.62 $0.81  $1.07
50-97 cards ..............................$0.59 $0.73 $1.01
98-245 cards ...........................$0.55 $0.66 $0.95
246-499 cards .........................$0.52 $0.60 $0.89
500+ cards ...............................$0.48 $0.54 $0.83

 Upgrade: Specialty Cardstock Paper - 2 sided
  White       Off-White Linen/Petallic/Watercolor

  4x6” 4x8”/5x7” 4x6” 4x8”/5x7” 4x6” 4x8”/5x7”
1-12 cards ........ $1.49 $1.99 $1.49 $1.99 $1.99 $2.49
13-24 cards ...... $1.39 $1.89 $1.39 $1.89 $1.89 $2.39
25-49 cards ...... $1.29 $1.79 $1.29 $1.79 $1.79 $2.29
50-97 cards ...... $1.19 $1.69 $1.19 $1.69 $1.69 $2.19
98-245 cards ... $1.09 $1.59 $1.09 $1.59 $1.59 $2.09
246-499 cards . $0.99 $1.49 $0.99 $1.49 $1.49 $1.99
500+ cards ....... $0.99 $1.39 $0.99 $1.39 $1.39 $1.89

Folded & Accordion Greeting Cards:
Create a folded card with your photos and a personal message using the ready-
to-use templates on our Creative Kiosks or online and your cards will make a 
statement that is truly personal. Ready next day at 5pm.

 5x7” Folded Cards 5x5” & 5x7” Accordion Cards
1-12 cards ................................$2.99 1-13 cards .................. $3.99
13-24 cards ..............................$2.84 13-24 cards ............... $3.79
25-49 cards ..............................$2.69 25-49 cards ............... $3.59
50-97 cards ..............................$2.54 50-97 cards ............... $3.39
98-245 cards ...........................$2.39 98-245 cards ............. $3.19
246-499 cards .........................$2.24 246-499 cards ........... $2.99
500+ cards ...............................$2.09 500+ cards................. $2.79
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Die Cut Flat Cards: 
Creative borders for your cards! Ready next day at 5pm.
1-12cards ................................. $3.99
13-24 cards ..............................$3.79
25-49 cards ..............................$3.59
50-97 cards ..............................$3.39
98+ cards ................................. $3.19

Full Custom Card Design and Designer Envelopes:
Want a completely customized card? No problem!

One time set up fee ...............$19.99
4x8” or 5x7” Envelopes ...........$1.25 each

Address Labels: 

Custom Address Labels (QTY 36).....................$9.99
Return Addresses...............................................$0.35 ea.
All Addresses......................................................$0.55 ea.
All Addresses & Postage....................................$0.55 + Postage ea.

Calendars:
Create beautiful calendars with ready-to-use templates and all your favorite 
photos to enjoy all year. Customize each month with special dates and events. 

5x7” Clipboard Calendar - Cardstock  ...........................$14.99
8x4” 12 Month Stand-up - Cardstock ..........................$ 14.99
8.5x11” Single Page 12 Month - Photo Paper .............. $  9.99
8.5x11” Single Page Magnetic 12 Month .....................$14.99
8.5x11” 12 Month Coil Bound - Cardstock ...................$24.99 
11x8.5” 12 Month Coil Bound - Cardstock ...................$24.99 
12x12” 12 Month Coil Bound - Cardstock  ...................$29.99
12x18” Single Page 12 Month - Cardstock ...................$19.99
18x12” Single Page 12 Month - Cardstock ...................$19.99
12x18” 12 Month Coil Bound - Photo Paper  ................$39.99
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Creative Photo Products
Bags:
Basic Tote Bag  ...................................$19.99 

Drinkware: 
11 oz. Ceramic Mug ..................................$14.99 
15 oz. Ceramic Mug ..................................$15.99  
Koozie 2 Images - 12 oz. .......................... $  5.99 
Stainless Steel Travel Mug .......................$19.99 
Stainless Steel Water Bottle .....................$19.99 
Stainless Steel Camp Mug .......................$14.99

Ornaments: 

Ornament .............................................$14.99 

Aluminum     Pewter Porcelain
- Benelux   - Wreath - Heart
- Oval  - Snowflake 
- Rectangle  - Scallop
- Round  - Star  
- Vintage
- Teardrop
- Snowflake
- Tree
- Bells
- Hexagon
- Bone
- Paw

Home Accessories

Heart Box or Square - Maple  ...................$29.99
Jewelry Box 4x4 w/tile (Sublimated) .......$39.99
Sandstone Coaster Round - set of 4  .......$19.99
Tumbled Stone Coaster Square - set of 4  $29.99
Iron Coaster Holder  .................................. $  8.99
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Jewelry: 
Cuff Bracelet - Silver Metal  ............................. $19.99 

Pendants (Chain Sold Separately)                          Chains for Pendants
Dog Tag  ..................................... $  3.99 Bead Chain - 30” ........................ $  3.99 
Silver Plated Square 1”  ............ $  7.99 Silver Circle Pendant 1”..............$  7.99 
Silver Circle Pendant 1.5” ......... $  9.99

Office Accessories: 
Aluminum Bookmark ....................................... $  6.99 
Key Chain - Oval Aluminum 2 Sided  ............... $  5.99 
Mouse Pad ....................................................... $  9.99 

Magnets:
2x2” Metal Magnet ........................................... $  5.99
2x2” Metal Magnets - Set of Four ................... $19.99

Notebooks & Notepads: 
4x5” Notepad (50 pages)..... $19.99 
3.5x5” Notebook...................$16.99
4x10 Notepad (50 pages) .... .$19.99 
7x9” Notebook ...................... .$22.99
5x5” Notepad (50 pages) ..... .$19.99 
9x12” Notebook ................... .$29.99
6x9” Notepad (50 pages) ..... .$19.99

Pet Products: 
Dog Bowl  .......................................................... $22.99
Dog Collar (sm, med, lg)  ................................. $15.99
Dog Leash  ........................................................ $22.99

Printing on Fabric: 
Ready in 3 Days.

Your Fabric Per Sq. Inch (Print Size)  ................ $0.25
(Must be 50% Cotton and 50% Polyester)

Puzzles: 

Puzzle 10.5x13.5” 130 piece Cardboard  ....... $19.99
Puzzle 7.5x9.5” 110 piece Cardboard  ............ $15.99
Puzzle 7x10” 60 piece Hardboard  .................. $23.99
Puzzle Box - Rectangle Tin 5x7” ...................... $18.99
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Wall Art
Acrylic:
Photos are face mounted to 1/4” thick acrylic to make a stunning display by 
adding a third dimension to your photo. All sizes come with cleat hangers. 
Ready in 7-10 days.

Size:
8x10” .......... $  59.99 20x30”.... $155.99
11x14” ........ $  69.99 24x30”....$183.99
16x20” ........ $  89.99 24x36”.... $214.99
16x24” ........$115.99 30x40”....$331.99
17x50” ........$243.99 40x60”....$489.99
20x24” ........$115.99

Acrylic Decorator Blocks:
Photos are face mounted to 1” thick acrylic to make a stunning display by 
adding a third dimension to your photo; great for desks, bookcase or mantles. 
Ready in 7-10 days.

Size:
4x6 .............. $34.99 
5x7” ............. $44.99 
8x10” ........... $59.99
8.5x11” ........ $69.99
11x14” ......... $84.99

Engineer Print:
Engineer Prints are super lightweight matte posters that are 
perfect for living room walls, kids rooms, dorms or anywhere else 
you want to hang a big, beautiful print without breaking the bank.

Size:
30x30” .... $50.00 
30x40” .... $50.00 
40x30” .... $50.00
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Layered Metal Art: 

Mix and match the Chromaluxe metal photo panels to create your unique work 
of art. Add patinaed sheet metal or rusted grid metal as a background for a 
more rustic look.
Choose the style of hanger that works best for you, or choose no hanger at all 
so you can frame your metal art.

To calculate layered metal price, add the prices of the metal pieces together and 
add $15 for magnets or $30 for bolted assembly for each foreground piece (do 
not add assembly to the background piece). Choose your hanger and add that to 
the total for your completed cost.

Hanger Options:
Hanger/Easel ..................................................  Free. (Not suitable with sheet metal)
Fashion Hangers (single or double) .................. $4.99
Sawtooth Hanger ............................................. $14.99
9x12” Two Keyhole Hanger ............................. $19.99

Assembly Options:
Magnetic Assembly $15.00/panel excluding background
Bolted Assembly ..... $30.00/panel excluding background

Background Sheet Metal:
Available in Red Patina, Green Patina and Rusty Grid
8x8” ................................................................. $  16.00 
12x12” ............................................................. $  36.00
11x14” ............................................................. $  38.50 
11x21”  ............................................................ $  57.75 
11x27” ............................................................. $  74.25
12x18”  ............................................................ $  54.00 
16x20”  ............................................................ $  80.00
30x14”  ............................................................ $105.00

4x6” $14.99 x 4 =  $59.96
4x4” $ 9.99 x 1 =  $ 9.99
12x12” background  = $36.00
Assembly $14.99x5  = $74.95
Fashion Hanger = $   9.99
Total = $190.89
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Metal Photo Panels:
All Metal has a Your choice of finish:
White or Silver and a Finish of Glossy, Semi-Gloss or Matte

1.5x6.5” Photo Panel (great for text) ..... $    8.99 
2x2” Photo Panel ..................................... $    4.99
4x4” Photo Panel ..................................... $    9.99  
4x6” Photo Panel  ....................................$  14.99 
5x5” Photo Panel ....................................$  19.99
5x7” Photo Panel  ....................................$  19.99 
5x10” Photo Panel  ..................................$  27.99
6x6” Photo Panel  ....................................$  24.99 
8x8” Photo Panel  ....................................$  29.99
8x10” Photo Panel  ..................................$  29.99 
8x12” Photo Panel  ..................................$  34.99 
11.7x11.7” Photo Panel ..........................$  41.99
11x14” Photo Panel ................................$  49.99
12x12” Photo Panel ................................$  49.99
12x18” Photo Panel ................................$  69.99
10x20” Photo Panel ................................$  59.99
30x10” Photo Panel ................................$  78.99
16x20” Photo Panel ................................$  97.99
16x24” Photo Panel ................................$127.99
20x20” Photo Panel ................................$136.99
20x30” Photo Panel ................................$165.99
24x30” Photo Panel ................................$218.99
24x36” Photo Panel ................................$262.99
30x30” Photo Panel ................................$268.99
30x40” Photo Panel ................................$343.99
40x60” Photo Panel ................................$636.99
60x20” Photo Panel ................................$375.99
Ask us about custom sizes and Designer Cuts!

Creative Edge Photo Panels  
11” Circle Photo Panel  .................................... $41.99
8x11.4” Benelux Photo Panel  ......................... $34.99
5x7” on 8x10” Layered Photo ..........................$39.99
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Bamboo Blocks: 
Bamboo blocks are an easy, elegant, eco-friendly way to exhibit artwork and 
photos without the clunky and expensive frames, glass and mat. With photo 
mounted bamboo we print your image and then mount it to the bamboo. The ink 
on wood option actually has the image printed directly onto the surface of the 
bamboo giving it a slight texture.

Photo Mounted* Photo Mounted*
3/4” Thickness 1.5” Thickness
4x4” .......................... $19.99 2.5x3.5”.............$ 20.99
5x5” .......................... $23.99 5x5” ...................$ 30.99
5x7” .......................... $27.99 5x7” ...................$ 34.99
6x6” .......................... $24.99 8x10” .................$ 59.99
8x8” .......................... $29.99 
8x10” ........................ $39.99
11x14” ...................... $59.99

* While supplies last.

Ink on Wood Ink on Wood
One-Sided 3/4” Thickness Two-Sided 3/4” Thickness
4x4” .......................... $38.99 4x4” ....................$43.99
6x6” .......................... $48.99 6x6” ....................$56.99
8x8” .......................... $64.99 8x8” ....................$75.99
8x10” ........................ $64.99
11x14” ...................... $99.99

 Photo Mounted Ink on Wood

Wood Blocks: 
These bamboo blocks are sublimated, so the ink is pressed directly into high 
quality wood allowing the wood grain to show through your images. The blocks 
are 3/4” thick with a maple veneer, luster finish and easy to hang keyholes.

8x8” .......................... $34.99   8x10” ..................$34.99
10x10” ...................... $39.99  11x14”................$59.99
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Digital Media Services
Custom DVD Movie Slide Show: 

Make a movie from your digital images! Customize your menu with a movie title 
page and chapter selection.  Add simple transitions and a movie credits page. 
Custom cover and DVD labels are also available. Scanning charges may apply 
for non-digital media. Ready in 5 days.
  
DVD slide show up to 800 images ....................... $49.99
BluRay slide show up to 800 images ................... $69.99
Movie clips ............................................................ $  1.00 ea.
Text added/text pages ......................................... $  2.00
Credits page .......................................................... $  5.00

Video to DVD & BluRay:
Create a movie from your VHS, VHS-C, Super VHS, Video 8, Hi8, Digital 8, Mini 
DV, DVCAM, Betacam, Betamax, PAL, SECAM video and digital videos. Choose 
a theme for your menu, DVD case and DVD label customized with your titles. 
Ready in 10-15 days.

DVD Base Price: ...............$34.99 (holds about 2 hours)
BluRay Base Price: ...........$69.99 (holds about 2 hours of high def video)
MP4 to Hard Drive - no DVD $39.99 ea
MP4 to Hard Drive - w/ DVD $  9.99 ea

Video Editing ....................$80/hour
Credits Page: .................... $  5.00
Video Tape Repair @ Transfer........$19.99

Audio to CD:
Vinyl albums, reel to reel audio tapes, cassette tapes and 8-track tapes can be 
transferred to audio CDs. The audio is digitized and burned to a standard audio 
CD that holds up to 74 minutes.

Audio CD: ......................$34.99 (holds about 74 minutes)
Audio Clean Up: ............$80.00/hour
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Movie Film to DVD: 
Transfer 8mm, Super 8, 16mm, and other movie films to DVD. Ready in 10-14 
days. All transfers have a $49.95 minimum.

Movie Film Transfers
Our state-of-the-art equipment scans each individual frame from movie film 
resulting in the highest quality output from old movie film ever available. 

Before film is transferred, it is cleaned and lubricated, bad splices are replaced 
and damaged film is repaired. Small 50’ reels will be spliced together and 
returned on 400’ reels unless requested otherwise which will incur a small 
fee. Any blank film, 5 seconds or more, will be removed. Images that are out of 
focus, upside down, over or under exposed, will be left in. Note: sometimes film 
is received damaged beyond repair. In these cases we will try to run the film as 
best as possible.

Once the film is scanned it can be transferred to a hi-definition BluRay disc, a 
standard definition DVD, or the files can be put onto a hard drive. There is also 
an option to have a JPG file of each individual frame from the film (these files 
are quite large so a hard drive must be supplied). 

A single two hour DVD or BluRay disc can hold up to 1600’ of Regular 8 film, 
1800’ of Super 8 film or 3600’ of 16mm film.

Titles are added at no extra charge and can be placed at the start of any reel, 
however, there is a limit of one free title for each 200’ of movie film. 

Regular 8mm, Super 8 and 16mm movie films 
$0.18 per foot of film:

Plus:
Hi-Definition BluRay disc ...............................................$89.99
Standard Definition DVD ................................................$34.99
Video Files to Customer Hard Drive ..............................$24.99 per hour - (2 hr min)
JPG Files to Customer Hard Drive ................................$24.99

Special Charges (if needed)
Customer specified chapter marks......................... $ 5.00 ea.
Extra titles ................................................................. $ 5.00 ea.
Un-Splicing film from 400’ reel - to 50’ reels ........... $ 1.00 per reel
Splicing per 400’ of film from 50’ reels .................... $3.79 per 400’
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Capture Images from a Digital Movie:
Set-up & Choose Photos .....................$80/hour (price does not include prints)

Video Tape Repair: 
Pricing includes splicing and a new case if needed.

Repair Only ............................$29.99
Repair with transfer to DVD: .$19.99 (plus transfer cost)

CD & DVD Duplication: 
Ready next day at 5 pm up to 50 CDs and 20 DVDs.
Custom labels are available for $5/design and may require additional time.
Quantity CD DVD Gold CD Gold DVD BluRay
1-9 .................$5.00 $10.00 $10.00 $20.00 $30.00
10-24 .............$4.50 $  9.50 $  9.50 $19.50 $29.50
25-49 .............$4.00 $  9.00 $  9.00 $19.00 $29.00
50-99 .............$3.50 $  8.50 $  8.50 $18.50 $28.50
100-199 .........$3.00 $  8.00 $  8.00 $18.00 $28.00
200-499 .........$2.50 $  7.50 $  7.50 $17.50 $27.50
500+ ..............$2.00 $  7.00 $  7.00 $17.00 $27.00

Archive Digital Photos to CD or DVD: 
Ready in 60 minutes.

Digital Photos to CD .................................. .............$  5.00 ea.
Digital Photos to DVD ............................... .............$10.00 ea.
Digital Photos to customer storage... ...... .............$  5.00 ea.
Digital Photos to Archival Gold CD .......... .............$10.00 ea.

Digital Photos to Archival Gold DVD.....................$20.00 ea.

Image Recovery: 
Recover your images off memory cards and thumb drives for $20/GB of data 
recovered. No charge if no images are recovered. 
Ready next day at 5 p.m.

Gigabytes: CD/DVD Gold CD/DVD
Data recovered up to 4 GB ................$  40.00 $  40.00
Data recovered up to 6 GB ................$  60.00 $  70.00
Data recovered up to 8 GB ................$  80.00 $  90.00
Data recovered over 8 GB...................Quote 
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Convert Raw to Jpeg or Tiff: 
Extra CD charges may apply. Ready in 3 hours.
Raw to JPEG or TIFF per file to CD $ 5.25 1st image, $0.25 for each additional

Raw to JPEG or TIFF per file to DVD ..$10.25 1st image, $0.25 for each additional

Data Transfer: 
Free up some space on your phone or tablet and back it up to a DVD or a 
hard drive.  Ready next day at 5 p.m.
Gigabytes: CD/DVD Gold CD/DVD
16 GB .......................................... $  40.00 $  50.00
32 GB .......................................... $  80.00 $  90.00
64 GB .......................................... $120.00 $130.00
128 GB ........................................ $160.00 $170.00

Film Scanning
Scanning is ready in 3 days at 5 pm unless otherwise stated.
  

Scan Whole Roll at Time of Processing:
Ready next day at 11 am. Scans come with a CD. Upgrade to Archival Gold Discs 
for $5.00 per CD.

From 35mm and APS: JPEG TIFF
MAX Res  (18 MB) ................................$ 9.99 $24.99
From 120mm: JPEG TIFF
MAX Res  (18 MB) ...............................$14.99 $24.99
From 220mm: JPEG TIFF
MAX Res (18 MB) ................................$29.99 $39.99

Scan Cut Film Strips:
CDs are not included in the following prices. Final pricing depends on number of 
CDs  or DVDs used. CDs are $5 ea., DVDs are $10 ea.
35mm (up to 6 frames per strip) JPEG TIFF
MAX Res (approx. 18 MB) ................... $3.00 /strip $6.00 /strip
120mm (per frame) JPEG TIFF
MAX Res (approx. 14 MB) ..................$10.00/frame $20.00 /frame

Scan 35mm Mounted Slide:
Each slide will produce a 50 MB file (approx. 12x18” @ 300 ppi) and be burned to CD. 
Upgrade to Archive Gold Discs or an 8GB thumb drive for an additional $5.00 per CD/
thumb drive.
35mm, E-6 & Kodachrome ............................................ $  4.00 ea
     Upgrade to TIFF files ................................................. $  2.00 more
35mm, E-6 or Kodachrome with Cleaning ..................  $10.00 ea
     Upgrade to TIFF files ................................................. $  1.00 more
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Reproduction Quality Scans: 

Please remove all mounts from film and submit film in sleeves; there is a $5 removal 
fee per mount otherwise. All scans come with a CD. Upgrade to Archival Gold Discs 
for an additional $5.00 per CD.
“With Cleaning” includes spotting/repair of dust and scratch damage.

Film Type As Is With Cleaning
110mm format up to 4 MB per frame.............$1.99                  N/A
126mm format up to 10 MB per frame ........... $15.00 N/A
Web scan from 6x4.5”, 6x6,” 6x7” or 4x5” ...... $15.00 N/A
All formats up to 25 MB (9 MB B&W) ............. $20.00 $40.00
All formats up to 50 MB (18 MB B&W) ........... $25.00 $45.00
All formats up to 100 MB (33 MB B&W) ......... $30.00 $50.00 
All formats (except 6x17”) max resolution..... $35.00 $55.00
Max scanner resolution for 6x17” ................... $55.00 $85.00

A web scan is a 4x6” resolution (max) scan burned directly to CD with no post 
processing. Scanning is done in 16 bit RGB, if CMYK is needed there is a $5 
conversion fee.

Print Scanning
Copy Scan: 
Copy scans will be ready in 3 days at 5 p.m.
*No copyrighted photos can be reproduced without the consent of the 
photographer.

Prints are scanned, cropped, and color edited to a close match of the original or 
as otherwise specified.

Copy Scan from postage stamp size up to 11.75x17.75” original*.......$ 3.00
Copy Scan 25 MB file for larger than 11.75x17.75” original
or if enlarging more than twice the size of original ......................... ........$ 7.00
Original larger than 16x20” ................................................................ ........$40.00

*Recommended to be printed no larger than double the original size

  CD Gold CD DVD Gold DVD
Archive scans to disc ..... $  5.00 $10.00 $10.00 $20.00
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Prints to Pixels Scanning: 
Scans will be ready in 3 hours to 3 days depending on the number of prints 
submitted and work load in the lab. No copyrighted photos can be reproduced 
without the consent of the photographer.Prints are scanned, cropped and 
burned onto a CD/DVD as is, with no color correction. Scanned at 600 ppi 
allowing for enlargements up to approximately double the original print size.  
 
10 - 99 scans.........................................$0.99 each
100 - 249 scans .....................................$0.79 each
250 - 499 scans .....................................$0.69 each
500 - 999 scans .....................................$0.59 each
1000+ scans ..........................................$0.49 each

Gather Box: 
Have a lot of photos? Take advantage of our Gather Box scan! Fill it up with as 
many photos as you can and we will scan them all and put them on a disc or 
thumbdrive for you. Box scans will not be scanned in a specified order. 
No copyrighted photos can be reproduced without the consent of the 
photographer.

Gather Box Scan............................$149.99 per box

Special 4x6” Print Price for Scans:
Prints will be ready next day at 5 p.m.

4x6” prints at time of scanning ........... $0.29 each
For your convenience we keep your images on file for 30 days after the 
completion of your order.
Guide Print: 
If you would like us to match prints you already have, please include these with 
your order as color guides.  “Redos” for color matching where a color guide was 
not provided with the original order will carry a 50% redo charge.
Archival CDs & DVDs: 
F-11 Photo & The Print Refinery™  uses a CD with a rating of up to 60 years when 
stored properly. Want to upgrade to a Gold CD or DVD with a rating of 100 years? 
Let us know.

M Disc:
You’ll no longer have to worry about “cloud” loss, failure of your CDs, DVDs, flash 
drives, and hard drives. This is a simple, automatic solution that works with 
DropBox and Google Photos-After a simple one time set up, you will receive all 
of the images in your DropBox or Google Photos account by mail on MDISC. 
Then, each month your new digital images and videos will be backed up and 
saved to a 1,000 year MDISC automatically and mailed to you. Ask a Sales Staff 
member how to sign up today!
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Photograph Restoration
Ready in an average of 10 days.
Photo Restoration Services combine the latest digital technologies with artistic skill to 
restore faded, worn, stained, spotted, torn, cracked, bleached, and otherwise damaged 
photographs. Photo restorations can also add or remove backgrounds, reconstruct 
missing image areas, remove unwanted people or colorize a black & white photo. No 
harm or changes will come to your original as we start by scanning it. The adjustments 
you choose will be made on the digital image. Damaged photographs can look as good 
as new, or even better! Prices below are for the actual restoration only, delivered on CD. 
See “Copy Scan” in “Scanning” and “Prints and Enlargements” or “Archival Inkjet Printing” 
for additional scanning and printing charges.

Restoration: 

Light Dust spots and scratches, date removal. 
  For lightly damaged originals with up to 
  three minor repairs outside of major areas.* ....... $ 35.00

Medium Significant scratches, smudges or spots, 
  remove people, remove handwriting etc. 
  Includes One of the following: Restore up 
  to three major areas of repair, OR restore color 
  of intact photo, OR add or delete 
  one person in a group photo, OR colorize 
  intact black and white photo, 
  OR change background.* ...................................... $ 53.00

Medium/Heavy Major scratches, major marks, rips, lots of 
  marks or scratches covering the entire surface. 
  Light restoration plus additional service such 
  as colorization or change background.* .............. $ 74.00

Heavy Many rips and tears, missing pieces, surface damage.
  For heavily damaged originals with more than 3 major
  areas of repair OR photo repair and colorization, OR 
  add or delete more than one person in a group OR
  colorize and restore B/W photo.* ......................... $ 92.00

Group Heavy Extreme total restoration, extensive damage or 
  for heavily damaged groups with more than 5 
  major areas of repair OR heavy photo repair 
  and color restoration, OR add or delete more 
  than 3 persons.* ................................................... $130.00

*Major areas of repair are faces, hands, and areas of lost photographic emulsion which contain 
details essential to your photo. Please bring in photos for an estimate as prices may vary.
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Other Custom Restoration: 

Custom work other than dust spotting ........... $80.00/hour
Red Eye fix (per pair) ......................................... $ 5.00
Blur the background on an image ................... $10.00

Copyright Laws:

At F-11 Photo & The Print Refinery™ we respect the right of all artists and 
photographers to their copyrighted materials. We accept copyrighted materials 
only if written permission has been granted by the copyright owner and a signed 
copy of the copyright release is provided. In addition, you need to  agree to 
hold harmless and indemnify F-11 Photo & The Print Refinery™ for any costs or 
judgments resulting from claim for copyright infringement by the owner or his 
lawful assigns.

B&W Processing & Printing
Black & White film and prints are ready in 10-15 business days at 5 pm. A $7.50 
shipping fee may apply; please check with a sales person for more details.

B&W Developing:
Film is processed for the times and temperatures specified by film 
manufacturer.  “Develop Only” negatives will be left uncut unless otherwise 
specified. If requested, film will be cut into strips of 4. 

35mm ...................................................$  8.00
120mm ................................................$  9.00
220mm ................................................$10.00
Old Film (110mm, or 126mm) ............$  8.00
Push .....................................................$  2.00/stop/roll
Dry Wet Film - C41...............................$19.99

True Black & White Prints:
This is not inkjet, not color paper, not cool black & white, not warm, not sepia 
tone and not “close” to black & white; this is real black & white printing. Prints 
are made on a Fuji Frontier Silver Edition, professionally converted to the black 
and white process. By combining the proven laser print quality of the Frontier 
with Ilford’s world renowned black and white paper technology, the results are 
no less than spectacular.
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B&W Prints at Time of Processing:

35mm Film 120/220 Film
3.5x5” ................................. $ 1.99 3.75x5” .................. $ 1.99
4x6” .................................... $ 1.99 4x5” ....................... $ 1.99
   5x5” ....................... $ 1.99

B&W Prints & Enlargements:

Set of 2 Wallets ..........$  1.99 5x7.5” B&W reprint ................ $  4.99
3.5x5” B&W reprint .....$  1.99 6x6” B&W reprint ................... $  4.99
3.75x5” B&W reprint ...$  1.99 6x8” B&W reprint ................... $  5.99
4x5” B&W reprint ........$  1.99 6x9” B&W reprint ................... $  5.99
4x6” B&W reprint ........$  1.99 6x15” B&W reprint ................. $  9.99
4.5x6” B&W reprint .....$  1.99 8x10” B&W reprint ................. $  9.99
4x8” B&W reprint ........$  1.99 8x12” B&W reprint ................. $10.99
4x10” B&W reprint ......$  3.99 8.5x11” B&W reprint .............. $10.99
4x12” B&W reprint ......$  3.99 9x12” B&W reprint ................. $10.99
5x5” B&W reprint ........$  1.99 10x10” B&W reprint ............... $11.99
5x6” B&W reprint ........$  1.99 10x12” B&W reprint ............... $13.99
5x7” B&W reprint ........$  4.99 10x15” B&W reprint ............... $16.99
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Color Film Processing & Printing
35mm Film Processing: 
Processing Only, Cross Process and Processing with index prints is ready in 60 
minutes. All film turned in after 4 pm is ready next day at 11 am.

Processing only (sleeved)  .............................. $  6.00
     w/ 5x7” index  .............................................. $  8.00
     w/ 8x12” contact ......................................... $12.99
Cross process (E-6 in C41) .............................. $  6.00
Dry Wet Film - C-41 .......................................... $  5.00
Dry Wet Film - E-6 ............................................. $  7.50

35mm Prints at Time of Processing:  
4x6” or 3.5x5” prints are ready in 60 minutes. 4x11” or 5x7” prints are ready in 3 
hours. Prints are glossy unless otherwise requested. Pay for only the prints that 
turn out. There is no charge for pictures that are either over or underexposed 
beyond use. Your actual cost will vary with how many pictures turn out. All 
process and print and process and scan orders include an index print.
 
 Prices Include Processing Fee for One Roll 

4x6” 12 Prints 24 Prints 36 Prints
Singles $0.35 each $10.20 $14.40 $18.60
Doubles $0.29 each $12.96 $19.96 $26.88

3.5x5”  12 Prints 24 Prints 36 Prints
Singles $0.29 each $  9.48 $12.96 $16.44
Doubles   $0.22 each $11.28 $16.56 $21.84

5x7”/4x11”   12 Prints 24 Prints 36 Prints
Singles $1.00 each $18.00 $30.00 $42.00
Doubles   $0.85 each $26.40 $46.80 $67.20

Prices shown above include $6.00 for film processing.
White and sloppy borders are available upon request.

Medium Format Processing (120mm/220mm):
Processing Only and Cross Process are ready in 60 minutes. 
 120 220
Processing only (sleeved)  $  6.00 $10.00
     w/ 5x7” index  $  8.00 $12.00
     w/ 8x12” digital contact $12.99 $16.99
Cross Process (E-6 in C41) $  6.00 $10.00   
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Medium Format Prints at Time of Processing:  
Ready next day at 5 p.m. 

Standard print sizes for 120mm/220mm films are:

Film size: Print size:
6x6 ............................................... 5x5”
6x4.5 ............................................ 4x5” (w/ 3.5x5” full frame upon request)
6x7 ............................................... 4x5”
6x9 ............................................... 4x6”

Single (standard size, see above) 
$1.25 ea.
Double .......................................... $1.25 ea.

APS Film Processing: 
APS film is ready in 3 hours.

Processing only  ....................................$6.00 
Processing w/ index .............................$8.00
Minimum charge APS ...........................$6.00      
Process and Print any size - 4x6”, 4x7”, 4x11”
$0.60 each        $17.00/ 25 roll    $26.00/ 40 roll

Color Corrections: 
We can make overall color and density adjustments to most images; however, 
we face two conflicting demands in deciding whether or not to do so. If you 
are a digital camera user seeking an easy way to get good color prints, you will 
probably want us to employ our expertise in optimizing your images. On the 
other hand, if you have put a lot of effort into perfecting an image in Photoshop, 
you would not want us tweaking it behind the scenes. You are encouraged to 
instruct us to make adjustments or not. In the absence of instructions, our 
decision to adjust will be based upon the following logic: If the files appear to 
be unedited images from a digital camera with camera-generated names, we 
will adjust color and density as we see fit. If the files appear to be edited in any 
way, we will print them as-is. Please remember, when editing your digital images, 
good hardware-based monitor calibration is necessary. We strongly recommend 
calibrating your monitor regularly. If you are working on an un-calibrated 
monitor, for best results do not edit the color of your images. If you already have 
prints from a negative or digital source and you like the color, please provide the 
print for us to use as a color guide. We will do our best to match it.  Our Kiosk 
color converts the file to an output that our printer reads.
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Slide (E-6) Processing & Printing
Slides & other E-6 Process Film:
Ready in ~14 days at 5 p.m. 
24 exposures, unmounted ..................$14.99
36 exposures, unmounted ..................$14.99
120mm ................................................$14.99
220mm ................................................$29.99

Special E-6 Handling Services:
Push/Pull 1 stop ...................................$ 5.00/stop/roll
Remounting individual slides ..............$ 1.99 ea.
Mounting an uncut roll of film .............$ 0.25 per frame

Slide Dupes & Copy Slides: 
Ready in 14 days at 5 p.m. Duplicates are color and density accurate. 

 1st Add’l dupes from the same original
35mm Dupes $  2.50 $  1.50
110, 120 & 4x5 Film $14.50 $  1.50

35mm Slides from Digital Files:
Negatives are available in color or B&W. Turnaround time is 10 days.

 1st Add’l dupes from the same original
Slide from Digital File $9.00 $  1.50
• Only letters and numbers in file names, no characters. 

Prints and Enlargements from 35mm Slides: 
Prints and enlargements from transparencies are ready next day at 11 am. “Digital Ice” is 
on board to reduce the appearance of dust and scratches and all scans are contrast and 
color corrected.
Print entire roll of uncut 35mm E-6 film at time of processing for 55¢ per 4x6”.

                    Matte or Glossy           Fuji Pearl
2.5x3.5”, 3.5x5”, 4x6” ...........................$ 0.99 $ 1.29
4x11”, 5x5” ............................................$ 4.99 N.A
5x7” .......................................................$ 4.99 N.A
8x10” .....................................................$ 7.99 $ 9.99
8x12” .....................................................$ 9.99 $12.49
11x14” ..................................................$16.99 $21.29
12x18” ..................................................$24.99 $31.29
12x24” ..................................................$36.99 $46.29
12x36” ..................................................$49.99 $62.49
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Laser Printing & Photo Copies
Ready in 3 hours.
Prices are per page; single sided page = 1 page, double sided page = 2 pages, 
two double sided pages = 4 pages. Copies that are smaller than the listed page 
sizes will be printed on the closest paper size that will fit the image & will cost 
the price of the page size.

Laser Color Prints or Copies: 

Paper Size: Plain Paper Silk Book Cardstock
8.5x11” ...................$ 0.30 .............  $0.35 $0.37
12x18” ...................... N.A ................ $0.65 $0.67

Laser Black & White Prints or Copies: 

Paper Size: Plain Paper Silk Book Cardstock
8.5x11” ...................$ 0.15 .............. $0.20 $0.22
12x18” ...................... N.A ................ $0.35 $0.37




